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PRESS RELEASE 
Ridgeback service bodies new ‘TradieMaster 1800’ Model 
 

Melbourne, February 1st, 2015:  Ridgeback have developed a new Service body model, the ‘Tradiemaster 

1800’, based on the Ridgeback Lift-Off product range, the TradieMaster will appeal to tradesman wanting 

flexibility with their work vehicle.  

The TradieMaster 1800 is an open canopy design allowing for full flexibility in load space for tools and 

equipment for tradesman and field service techs. The model is 1800mm in length and 1750mm wide 

meaning it is suitable for all Dual Cab Ute vehicles that have an alloy or steel tray.  

The Lift-off service body concept, which was invented by our company, allows for the body to quickly be 

removed in under 10 minutes, freeing up the vehicle for other work or recreational tasks. Another important 

aspect is the overall height of the TradieMaster is 850mm, which allows for the vehicle to access most 

underground car parks. 

Andrew Pickering –Director states ‘As many tradesman are aware, come the weekend often they would 

like to use their Ute for other purposes, but normally service bodies are fixed and full of their tools and 

equipment’, ‘with the lift-off concept and coupled with out new design of an open canopy and flat floor, 

tradesman do not have to compromise. 

‘The TradieMaster also meets another important market requirement of being available with in days of 

order as we have committed to holding this model in stock as normal service bodies are built to order and 

can take up to 6 weeks or more’ states Andrew. 

The TradieMaster price is $5,950 + GST and is only available in White and includes the Ridgeback locking 

system for the body to the vehicle tray. 

Ridgeback Service Bodies is a full line manufacturer of specialized service bodies for commercial vehicles 

and light trucks. The products are available in Lift-off or fixed type models 

Ridgeback Service Bodies is part of the APMI Group, an Australian privately owned manufacturer of 

Pioneer off Road Campers, Ridgeback Service Bodies and APMI Metal Fabrication.  
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